
A sophisticated clock that allows multi-device charging at the same time
CHARGING DEVICE CONVENIENCE

KUBE AUDIO CLOCK

Understanding that poor battery life is the number  
one issue for smart phone users, Kube Systems has  
created tailor-made solutions for the hospitality  
industry, blending innovation with intuitive technology. 

Charge Six Devices Simultaneously
With 3 built in connectors, 2 autosense high-speed USB ports  
and the option of having Qi wireless charging fitted, running  
out of power is a thing of the past.

Future-Proof Connectors
Kube Audio Clock built-in connectors are modular, and can be 
upgraded as standards change. Compatible with virtually all  
smart phones and tablets, they can also charge
fitness bands, cameras and headphones.

Designed Specifically for Hotels
With a high-quality Bluetooth audio and intuitive single day  
alarm clock speaker, your experience is only further enhanced
by its device charging capabilities.

KUBE 5 DOCKING STATION  
AND CHARGERS

Ideal for public spaces, Kube 5 is only available as a set of 
five portable units and a recharging tray, with each Kube 
unit providing nine hours of charge time. Each portable can 
charge up to six devices—that’s 5 portables x 6 devices, for up 
to 30 devices being charged at once. 

Includes a docking station that houses 5 portable chargers, 
each featuring 3 built-in connectors, 2 USB ports and comes 
with the option of having Qi wireless charge fitted, giving you 
power anytime, anywhere.  

Everything we do at Best Buy For Business™ is to support you 
with customized technology solutions.  When you work with us, 
you’re enlisting a team of professionals to help find the right 
pairing of technology and services to help your business  
succeed. We’re partners now, and we’re in this together. 

WE’RE HERE TO HELP.
We’ll set up your tech and show you how to use it.

WE’RE COMMITTED TO YOUR SUCCESS
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Call an Account Manager today.


